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1. Introduction 

From ancient times, human beings have always looked up the night sky and have been wondering what 

are out there in the universe, how did it start and why does it look like the way we see it now. These 

questions have led us to the observations of the universe, first by naked eyes. Then Galileo started to 

use optical telescopes and later astronomers have developed various types of telescopes such as 

radio, X-ray, gamma-ray and so on. Most of those telescopes were made to detect electromagnetic 

waves, with a few exceptions of neutrino detectors. Electromagnetic wave observations were so 

successful that now our understandings of the universe have significantly advanced from the time of 

Galileo. However, we are still far from declaring that we have completely understood the universe. This 

is partly because there are things in the universe which simply cannot be seen with electromagnetic 

waves. Dark matters fall into this category by definition. Even electromagnetically observable events, 

like gamma-ray bursts, usually only give us information about what is happening at the outer layer of 

the source. Therefore, the central engine of the gamma-ray bursts is still not well understood. 

Regarding the fundamental question of where do we come from, the most supported model for the 

beginning of the universe is the Big Bang. However, we cannot see it directly because then the universe 

was too hot and dense that the universe was opaque until 380,000 years after the Big Bang. 

In electromagnetic observations, we have expanded our knowledge of the universe by utilizing new 

wavelength of light. It is now the time for exploring the use of a new kind of waves as a tool to probe the 

universe. Gravitational wave is one of the most promising candidates for this approach.  

2. Gravitational Wave 

According to the Einstein's theory of 

general relativity, a mass will create a 

distortion of the spacetime structure 

around it. This distortion is the origin of 

gravity. If the mass moves around, the 

spacetime distortion is dragged around 

with it. Then just like when you stick a 

finger in water and move it around, the 

spacetime distortion propagates away as 

ripples. This wave of the spacetime 

structure is called gravitational wave. As 
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the generation mechanism of the gravitational wave suggests, it carries the information of the overall 

dynamics of the source object, whereas electromagnetic waves are generated by the motion of charged 

particles, such as electrons, which reflects the microscopic states of various parts of the source object. 

Therefore, information we can obtain from the observation of gravitational waves is vastly different in 

nature from electromagnetic observations. Moreover, the interaction of gravitational waves with matter 

is extremely small. This is on one hand a great advantage, because the wave is not obstructed by the 

matter between the source and us. Therefore, we can see what is happening inside the gamma-ray 

bursts, or see through the electromagnetically opaque universe right after the Big Bang. However the 

weak interaction, on the other hand, poses a significant challenge to the detection of the wave. In fact, 

no one has ever succeeded in directly detecting a gravitational wave so far.  

3. Detection of gravitational waves 

A gravitational wave imposes a small change in the distance between two free falling masses. 

Therefore, we can detect its arrival by monitoring the distance very carefully. The problem is that the 

amount of change is extremely small. Typical gravitational waves from astronomical sources will 

change the distance only by 10
-24

 of the original length. This is equivalent to measuring the change of 

the distance between the earth and the sun by 1/1000 of the size of a hydrogen atom. This apparently 

hopeless challenge of detecting such a tiny change has now come to its climax with the construction of 

large scale interferometric detectors, such as LIGO (USA) and Virgo (Italy and France)[1]. Those large 

detectors have already reached the sensitivity close to 10
-23

. They are now working hard to upgrade 

their detectors to improve the sensitivity by a factor of 10 so that the first direct detection of gravitational 

waves is finally possible. 

In Japan, the construction of a large scale gravitational wave detector called KAGRA has just started 

[2]. KAGRA is a 3km long L-shaped interferometer, to be installed in the underground site of Kamioka 

mine, where the seismic disturbance is small. KAGRA and the upgraded version of the existing 

detectors will start the observation in about 5 years from now. With the network of those extremely 

sensitive detectors, we will be able to regularly detect astronomical gravitational waves and start the 

gravitational wave astronomy to expand our understanding of the universe. 
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